The Titanic Affect: The Denial of Islam

The Titanic Affect is an aspect of human nature that denies the enormity of any disaster where death is imminent
because the mantra of its impossibility was accepted and believed by all. Regarding the Titanic, it was touted as
the largest and the safest ship ever built (true at that time) … it is unsinkable (false, nothing man builds is disaster
free). When the mantra is believed by all, including the builders … the designers who did not provide adequate
life boats … the passengers and crew whose minds denied acceptance of the reality of disaster and peril as
incomprehensible. This denial continued even while the disaster was unfolding. They either would not or could
not admit or acknowledge the imminence of their peril of floundering in the icy cold sea of the North Atlantic.
Wow ... think about how pathetic that is for a moment? The Titanic Affect struck again with the Jews in World
War II with their systematic destruction by the NAZI invaders and not only those of the NAZI military but also
most German citizens were quite complicit with NAZI intent on achieving the NAZI goals … the eradication of
Jews and to a lesser extent Christians because they aided the Jews. The Titanic Affect strikes yet again, but this
time the peril is the nature and purpose of ISLAM.
Very few people know and understand the true nature of ISLAM because since the days of George Bush after the
911 Islam Terrorist attacks the steady and loud drumbeat of "Islam is a religion of peace" was pounded into the
minds of Americans by the Media, TV, radio including conservative talk radio, politicians and yea, even Christian
churches and organizations. Eventually this constant and incessant mantra entered the hearts of Americans reared
on the tenets of Christian love and for that reason predisposed to embrace their false message of peace. Christian
Americans cannot comprehend the Islam Theocracy based upon submission or death. The Marxist strategy of "if
you keep telling the same lie over and over and over again people will eventually come to believe it" rings true.

Islam … not ISIS … not ISIL … not any other nation or government but only ISLAM can rightly govern for it is
of GOD. The Islam Theocracy teaches there is no other governing authority on planet earth higher than Islam and
therefore Islam is “superior to” and “not subject to” anything other than Islam. The Islam Theocracy has its own
economic system and laws it is subject to and therefore it is impossible for the Islam Theocracy to peacefully
coexist with any non-Islamic nation for Islam Theocracy must dominate and subdue infidel nations into Islam
subjection.
All infidels must also be brought into full submission to Islam regardless of which nation they reside. The Islam
Theocracy mandates that ALL HUMANITY become subject to their god Allah and his prophet Mohammed by
any and all means to achieve its stated goals … worldwide submission to Allah. Jihadi is the means by which the
Islam Theocracy converts all infidels into total submission; the direct translation of Islam is Submission and
any refusal to fully submit to Allah results in death. Any “non-secular” Muslim nation not in full submission to
Islam will by the laws and teachings of Islam suffer a fate worse than that of the infidels. For any Muslim that
rejects Islam will be treated worse than an infidel.
The Islam Theocracy is based upon three primary sources for their rule of law: Quran, Hadith and Sharia. Jihadi is
the means by which all not in submission to Islam are to be brought into submission to Allah through the teaching
of Quran and Mohammed as taught by Hadith. Jihadi is understood by many to mean “holy war” and it is but …
true Jihadi holy war is not limited to armed conflict but Jihadi is defined under Islam to mean the “holy struggle”
to bring all nations and peoples to Islam submission by whatever means necessary. True Jihadi is to be engaged
by every Islamic man, woman and child. Because this is terrifying and frightening and contrary to the lies and
misinformation being systematically fed through the media, government, Islam itself and yes, even some
Christian and Jewish groups, churches and synagogues most do not fathom the dire and dangerous peril Islam
represents.
The Islam Theocracy has a progressive element to achieve its end and though it will through “Taqiyya” which is
Deception feign cooperation, peace and friendship for a time until it can gain a foothold which systematically
expands until full domination is achieved. The process generally fits the following pattern to establish ISLAM
THEOCRACY:
1. Build a Mosque: Serves as the central information and meeting place; barracks; armories and arsenals for
Islam jihadi warriors under the guise of religious worship. A mosque is not an exclusive religious house
of worship that we understand with Christian churches, temples and Jewish synagogues and cannot be put
into that category for Islam sees armed conflict as a religious obligation and necessary to achieve it
objective of full submission.
2. Create an Enclave: Each mosque represent the focal point for Islam and control a local community and
become a nation within a nation until large enough to dominate the host nation.
3. Grow the Population: Through natural birth, legal and illegal immigration and conversions into Islam.
Islam will never assimilate into the culture for this defies a fundamental tenet of Islam but will
temporarily feign assimilation under Taqiyyauntil a later point in time.
4. Claim Victimhood: An all-out assault upon the hosts societal systems, norms, practices, culture,
economic, political, religious, educational, and employment as an effort to change.
5. Overwhelm: Resist, Defy and Remove the host nations norms, customs, laws and religions. Muslim
Brotherhood, CAIR are but two examples of organizational jihad and there are many other organizations
which target specific aspects of the host nations culture, economy, education and similar systems
especially legislative and political systems.

6. Exploit: Welfare, taxation, political and economic systems to own land and businesses to accumulate
wealth and power.
7. Institute Sharia law: Sharia law expands beyond the enclave to overwhelm local, city, state and federal
law.
8. Secede: When numbers and enclaves are substantial enough each enclave will demand independence and
self-rule as not subject to the host nation laws and system of governance. The secession begins small and
will expand until the entire nation is subject to Islam.
9. Take Control: This is when the nation may be declared an Islamic state. There is always going to be
pockets of resistance and perpetual violent skirmishes between the host remnants and Islam. Islam isself
is also divided into two warring factions called sunni and shia with disagree only on certain
interpretations of Quran and Hadith. These are like two opposing political parties under a singular
constitution but opposition is deadly violent.
Islam as a theocracy is never subject to any laws of man, government or religion and will eventually demand
absolute adherence to the tenets of Quran, Hadith, and Sharia law. All men, women and children under ISLAM
are to engage in their own form Jihadi which is holy “struggle” and “war” to expand and implement ISLAM.
Jihadi is not the exclusive providence of militarily attacks with bombs and bullets but is a multi-faceted and
integrated in its approach as the checklist above summarizes. When are we going to learn that CAIR, Muslim
Brotherhood and every other ISLAM group is engaged in their own Jihidi mission? Don't let the different
"missions" fool you for ISLAM exists to take-down their enemies and is not done entirely with bombs and bullets.
Our Islamic President, yes Barack Hussein Obama (just look at that name and let it sink in) is Islam. Barack
Hussein Obama has pushed for Islam expansion globally and domestically. Currently in the United States of
America, there are more than 1 Million ISLAM immigrants that have come to America since 2009 with 100,000
more on their way NOW and another 1Million slated within the next 5 years. Our federal government has
betrayed the American people by financing this invasion and illegally settling ISLAM over 180 cities across
America. Did you know that Islam immigration to the United State is illegal under immigration law? Public Law
414, Title 2, Chapter 2, Section 212 prohibits Islam immigration. This Islam Tsunami will now require brute force
to STOP THE ISLAM INVASION with 100% of those coming to America engaged in their individual jihadi
mission with most of it being terror based. It’s time to PATRIOT-UP to defend your families, your home and your
property ... and for those who are brave enough, to join your state militia and take the fight to the invaders for this
war against Islam is going to be fought on American soil just as Emperor Obama planned from his first day in
office. The time for half-measures and legislative solution has vanished because the political establishments of
democrats and republicans have made it succinctly clear our own government under Obama is orchestrating this
invasion. WAKE UP AMERICA and defend Liberty. If we do not make our stand now we lose liberty forever!

